
BIDEB PROGRAM CODE  CONDITIONS OF CONCURRENT APPLICATIONS FOR ARDEB-BIDEB FUNDING PROGRAMS 
 
2210 - A/B/C/D/E 
2211 - A/B/C/D/E  
2215  
2216  
2218 
2228-A/B 
2232 
2235  
2236 
2244 (***) 
2247 - A/B/C 
 

One who applied to/supported by BIDEB funding programs, is allowed to participate in an ARDEB project under following conditions: 
It is allowed to participate as principal investigator/researcher/consultant in a project application in the scope of ARDEB research funding programs 
as long as conditions for application are met.  
 
In case, the ARDEB project application is supported, PTİ is calculated for those who are awarded for BIDEB funding scholarships as the project 
agreement is prepared. However, PTİ is not paid until BIDEB scholarship funding period ends (*). If someone receives PTI payment from BIDEB, PTI 
payment quotas are taken into account in the course of project agreement preparation (**). 

 
2213 
2214  
2219 

 

One who applied to stated BIDEB funding programs, is allowed to participate in an ARDEB Project under following conditions: 
 

 In the scope of projects proposed to ARDEB programs, one can participate as a researcher/consultant provided that, the principal investigator 
submits an official letter to the Group declaring that tasks are completed within the context of project and the Group approves the official 
letter. In case, the ARDEB project application is supported, PTİ is calculated for those who are awarded for BIDEB funding scholarships as the 
project agreement is prepared. However, PTİ is not paid until BIDEB scholarship funding period ends (*). If someone receives PTI payment from 
BIDEB, PTI payment quotas are taken into account in the course of project agreement preparation (**). 

 

 It is allowed to participate as a principal investigator in a project application in the scope of ARDEB research funding programs. If the 
application state is “proposed”, it is allowed to apply BIDEB programs stated on the left column. However, if  funding is approved for both 
ARDEB and BIDEB applications; only one of those should be selected. ARDEB and BIDEB funding cannot be granted concurrently. 

 
If there is an ongoing ARDEB and BIDEB funding, application for funding programs is allowed under following conditions: 
 
If there is an ongoing BIDEB funding:  
 
When there is 6 months or less left before the end of BIDEB funding, it is allowed to participate as principal investigator in a project application 
within the scope of ARDEB research funding programs. (Application date of the relevant program is taken into account.). In case, the ARDEB project 
application is supported, PTİ is calculated for those who are awarded for BIDEB funding scholarships as the project agreement is prepared. However, 
PTİ is not paid during BIDEB scholarship funding period (*). 
 
If there is an ongoing ARDEB funding:  
 
It is allowed to apply BIDEB programs on the left column in case there is 6 months or less time left to the end of ARDEB project (including the period 
given for writing the project final report) (Application date of the relevant program is taken into account). However, if the BIDEB scholarship 
applicant is qualified to get the funding, BIDEB funding can only start if the ARDEB project final report is approved. 
 

 
(*) It is not allowed to receive scholarship from TUBITAK (via BIDEB, TEYDEB,..etc.) while getting PTİ or other payment in the scope of a project . 

(**) According to the TUBITAK legislation, if one is participating in more than one TUBITAK project concurrently, it is allowed to get PTI payment EITHER  
(1) from max. 2 projects as a principal investigator OR  
(2) from max. 1 project as a principal investigator and from max. 2 projects as a researcher/consultant OR  
(3) from max. 4 projects as a researcher/consultant.  

PTİ payments provided by BIDEB are included in the quota as well.  

(***)  It is possible to get PTI payment from project, in case an official letter is sent to the Group disclaiming the PTI payment within the scope of BİDEB-2244 funding program. 

 


